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IALAE PECTIVE-TAKING AND SOCIAL TERACTION IN THE ELDER6P

Mary C. Tierney -and Lesley. Edge
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---,

-present stud/ was bonterhed with the older person's skill
- .

.\ .

g the social( viewpoint of another. Previous research has '"
, 1 , . 4,

4

dein ftstratsd that seine oldetadults experience difficulty_ in

.deentering th eir own,viewpoint,on tasks requiring Spatial and

cornmunicativ) rolertaking 1974; RUbin, Attewell,
2 ft 1 \ °

.

Tierney and Tumolo,,1973) . he tasks Used to measure perspective-
,

'taking, however, were for the most part developed for use with

children and thus-may pose problems of alidity in the measurement'

of adult ognitive skills (Labouvie -Vief And Chagcl;:er, 1978):

Thus, bef re an attempt is made'to develop-theoretcal models t

account for thd performance of older aBuits, their role-taking

abilities should be first assessed on measures whicItmore truly.
.

4 reflect their co mpetencies. ,The first purpose of this.study,

then, Was to examine the socigrperspective-taking skills of older

.adults using a measure ttought to bft appropriate for this age

group: In order to accomplish

typic.41,interpersonal problems

this, adUits were interviewed about

they encountelred: On the basis' of

%,these interviews, hypothetical dilemmas about adult-centered

interpersonal problems were developed. In order to categorize
,

'subjects', reasoning in response to questions about -these social,

dilemmas, Robert Selman's (19761fivestage model of perspective..,
,

taking was'used.' Selman,describesithe development of role-taking
'1

16fts one that progresses from an egocentric embeddedness in one's own
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perspective to a' ;gradual awareness of the impact that another's

perspective has on one's own. 4'Since this model wsdbaaed On the
.

resgonses:of subjects between 3' and 34-years, we recognized that

older adults" might gene rate responses which did not correspond with

Selman's stages. These latter responses would be examined to

determine whether any distinctive categories emerged.

The'second purpode of tie present study was to examine the

kinds of strategies older people would suggest to solve the social
0

dilemmas. Previous researchers, (e.g., Neugatten, 1977) have found

4 a change from active topassive mastery of the environment"with

increased age. In order to examine *this issue in present day older

people,=_we asked our subjects to describe as' many way's as .they
)

could to solve the ailemMas. Their.stratecjies were then categorized"

along an_active/passive dimension.
\ l o

./

,
i This study was also

:
coneerned,4ith the relationship between

N

A

role-taking response and social interaction the elderly. It has ip . '
)

,been argued (e.,4 Looft, 19,72) that the older pesrson becomes More ..

thought,egocentric in thought due 'to' increased sofial'isolation.. We
.

.
.

measured sociar interaction by Means of a Social Disengagment Scale
,.

developed by &Orris, (Note 1).' This scale'assesses both the_ nulber

of social,roles and the commlttments art individual has to these

toles. in addition, respondents were asked to rate their life
,

satisfaction (Morris and SherwOod, 19'67) and perceived health.' The ,

extent to which the latter two variables influenced the relatpn-

ship between:social engagethdrit and, perspective- taking could.

thervforlr be examined.

eV
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I
Method1

_The older adult sample consisted of 35 people: 8 men and 27

women ", with an atrerage age of /5.09 and range of 62 to 89 years.

Seventeen .of theyder subjects were ,drawn frdM a.

care retirement villa and 18 from their homes in a

minimal heat

suburb of a

large' Canadian city. The aNkrage age of trie.community sample.was

72.3 years. and
o

the. institutionalized-sample, 78.2 years. All

older subjects were retireq and from the,middle-class. In' addi-

tion, a sample of young adtilts was obtained j_n orderto compare

soci "al perspective-taking responses of older and younger adults

on is measure. The young adults were 68 male and female fir;t,

year university students. '
.

Brief* the three hypothetiCa). dilemmas were as follows: the

first; dealtWith resolution'of a conflict after one friend

accused another ot theft without. sufficient evidence; the second

story concerned the reactions of an individual to an intimidating

waitress when that individual's friend had received unsatisfactory, 4

se lee; and thethird described individualg caught in the dilemma

of 4nformity to grodp'goals whenthese goals conflicted with tileir

' own pleasur'e.
44/

Older individuals were interv iewed privately in their own

,Wriften.responses from the-university students were
A

obtained in a group setting. In the first session,, all subjects

were preserited w'th two randomly Chosen dilemmas. Social perspec-,
-

4*-
tive taking was' meaSured in tw6ways': first, subjects were asked 't

to respond to open-ended questions concerning their thoughts -about

confXict resolution, the role of trust in friendsh' or group

goalg. Second, subjects were,asked to select one of five alter-
.

natives role- taking responses to each of the two dilemmas. Each'
,0

5
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of the five alternaes was based on reasoning from one of Selman's
I

five stages.
.

Subjects were then,askeeto generate as many .solutions to the

.dilemmas,as,they could. , .

Only elderly subjects participated in the second session, in

which they were asked to,resporid to measures of

life satisfaction, and percelved health:.

Resultsoand Discussion

Subjects' -ended responses were scored by attempting to.

match their statements with those contained in Selman's Orate 2)

social engagement,

scoring manual. Two judges independently scored all the responses

and were in agreement 76% of the time. -'AllAll disagreementi4vere

resolved td tke mutual satisfaction of the two judges. Twenty-

#ceight percent of the.respbnses were not scoreable and there were
. .

. f
no group differences in frequency of scoreable responses. The

majority of esponses were not scoreable due to lack of elaboration.

This occurred with many older subjects in spite of additional
. .

1

p±,obirig, he'need for more extensive questioning and probing,
. (----

A

.

particularly with older subjects is recommended for future work in
. ;

this area. ,There were some, unique responses geneiated by older

subjects7§ht the numbers Were 'small. We are now attempting to

replicate these findings. .,
.

Considering now those reseion'ses that could be scored accord-

measure are indicated ii Table 1, As 'cat be seen, collegi students

obtained a mean stage score of 3:50',, older community residents,

2.50, and institutionalized 'Subjeots, 2.81. On-way analysis of

( variance 3.pdicated signifThant differences among 'the groups.
4 4 .

C.'.
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Follow-up comparisons indicatgd that the- university students' scores
4 1

were significantly higher than..those of both oldef groups, bdt/the
.....

.,%
-.scores of the 2 older groups did not diffef significantly fox each

11other. Moda patterns indicated that the majority of.university

students' responses were classified at Stage 4, and most older sub-
,

jects responses were clgssified at Stage 3.
,

According to Selman (Note 2); the major difference between a

stage 3 and 4 re4onsejs that, whereas, stage.3responses object-

ively recognize that role-taking is a .progess that mutually, ,affects

both members of a dyad, stage 4 responws go.heyond an objective

, third person perspective and-use a perspective based'on societal
--, ,

..

expectations. For example,,a stage 3 individual might Beason that
. . .

friendship is important because it prosndes one with confidants
.

and allows fbr shared intimacy. A stage 4 individual, however,

might value the above-but- ih addition would reasoiz that friendship

allows one t develop a personal 'or social identity. Thus,.the

major difference between the two stages may be viewed as a movement

away from the perspectives of each in the dyad to a cbnsideration

of how the dyad influences one in all relation'ships. %Selman (Note

2) reports that, adults frequently used reasoning from both'stages

'3 and 4. The significance of these differences as'found here'

between university and older iespondentS will' be,elaboreted on

further after the remaining data are presented.

Next14'consider the scores bb fined on the multiple-choice

part of the meatite. These data also appear on Tatile 1. University

students' scores wade significantly higher than institutionalized

_respondents but for this measure university students' scores wire

not' significant different from those of the _Older community
4

adultS. The two older adult groups did not differ significantly

7 fr
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1from each-other. Ascan be see mn, the' modal- response was the-same,

for theouniirersity students on both open-ended and multiple-oho-ice

,measures, but community aged adults selected stage A responses-most.

It

frequently on t multiple-choice measure. Institutionalizedk
. .

I
, . ,

subjects, on.the other, hand, ashowed & bimodal pattern, selecting
.

.
, a.

both stage 2 and' 3 responses most frequently. 14,

1

In order-to interpret the institutionalized gubjecti preference

,for the lower level response, a closer consideration of stage 2

reasoning appears in order here. According-to Selman,(Note2) the

stage ? individual 's not egocentric and can take the'role of another ,`

1

..
...but ameeting of perspectives is only seen necessary around specific;........

concrete incidents or issues and not as an underlying. system upon1

which relationships are structured. For exampletato a stage 2

individdal, trust in a relationship means the-person can be counted
)

on to pprform a specific action 1.414ch was promised. A stage 3 ,

fridtvidual, on the other hand,. 'believer trust allows a sense of

predictability or permits intimate-sharing.

Insight into whya higher frequency\of institutionalized sub-

jests preferred the situation-specific stage 2 Alternatives may be

gained from examining,their reasons for making their choices. The
f,

majority of these individuals indicated that they thought fulfilling

a promie to visit was more important.to friendship than shared

intimacy because if a friend did not show up, there was little

likelihood that they would ever see them. Their own failing health

and lack of mobility made them dependent on the actions of visitors.

Simllar responses to other dilemdas.indicated that their limitations

in controlling their environment led them to make situation-specific

, judgments instead of relying on general principles which they may

not have the freedom to carry out. Older community residents and
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university students expressed much less frequently their failure

, 'to control the environment or the need to Make situation-specific
_

judgments:
. .

,-'the analyses of probl4msolving strategies suggested in response

to th. dilemmas. will be considered next. Five different categories.

emerged from; tY responses and the Proportion of subjects using each
,

2, is indicated in Table 2.' Overall and Individual grodp'X comparisons

were all significant., As can be seen in Table I, 11 croups were

siiilarin their Irelatively frequent suggestion. 4of Interpersonal

1soluti ns. Further, it can be noticed that, whereas, community

age and university students frequently suggest),ed
\

Impersona1 strat-
\

,egies, these were infrequently suggested by institutionalized
1

.

respondents. An impersonal strategy is an activelone.ia which'the
1

problem is solved withodt personal action, e.g., "tie the item .

1
,

.

around your neck so no one An get at it". The,retoping 3:passive
.,

1

strategies were suggested more frequently by the older adults. Two
1 I
1

exceptidns are worthy of note: first, institutiona1ized,adults
.

, .

rarely suggested avoiding the problem, but more frequently suggested

that someone else be called in to solve the problem. Thi Diverse

pattern of responses appears,to,be best, described, not as develop, .*

mental, but rather as adaptiv%reAponses to the environment,. For
.

example, living in a home for the aged; in close Proximity to
)

.

others, is most likely to encourage.interpersonal problem solution
.

i
'or reliance on staff to solve disputes, but this environment also

makes aVoidance more difficult than living in the community. Thus

. the expected change frOM activeto passive mastery was \not .

. % ' .

supported_by these findings End contrary to Neugarten's findings,

a developmental trend is not indicated.
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The,nytt. question that will be,dealtcwith is the relationship.

betw en social perspective- taking and social interactiori. The

old r subjects' scores on 'the' measures of engagement, 'life satis-

fa tion and perceived health are presented insTable 3. Institution-

al zed respondents were gignVicantly more disengaged than the

coMmunify residens, but were not bi4-4ificantly more di;isfied
..-

laj
t

th their lives did they perceive themtelveg in pOorer. health.

SIDcial perspective-takihg scores were positively related to social

'engagement scores for all elderly. subjects combined. This

relationship remained significant' When the effects of age and placep 4

of ,residence were partialled out. For .institutionalized, subjects,
.

the longer they had bten institutionalized, the lower their

role-taking scores. Perspective taking Was not significantly related

td life satisfaction or perceived health. Social disengagement,

however, was related to, lower life satisfaction.

..The finding, of a positive ?elationship between Tole-taking and
, .

engagement supports brevious findings in the.literature (e.g.,er Rubin,'

Note 3). A consideration d the nature of this relationshipV

indicates, howeverthat the agument that decreased rolg)-taking

ability.is due-td"SOcial isolation, may not ,be 'complete. The.
7 r

,

-.greatest amqunt of disengagement was found in the institutionalized

sample who also seltpted lower perspective-takingalternatives.

--This group, however, cannot be described as lacking in social

conas) These individuals,; though, may haVe perceived ;their
n

social interaction in the home to be less ,significant as their..
.

contacts there are generally not self-chos5n. Further, recall that

this groUpc more than the other*two groups, expressed 4 6enSe of

inability to controf the actions of others in their reasons for.

%choosing stage 2 alternativeS. Perhaps; then,individuals who find
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.

themselves, conditions where they lack-significant tontrol asi*, ,
.

,
. ..

- '../"-- _ . .
their-relations with othersr begin to develop more concrete social-

.

(,\ perspective.takinq judgtilents. The(findings of Ellen langer.and her

,colleagues (e.g., Langer,. Rodin, BeckyWinman and Spitzpr, 1979) 'on .
. .

.
. . .

4.. ."----
the effects. of perceived social control on cognitive functi n

... , r ,- .
. ,-.--.

institutionalized aged is supportive of ,th =is interpretation.
.

,

In cOnclusion, a dialectical perspective has been provind to
.-7 .

.

accauntkor the lower perSpective-taking responses of older adults-
L.... ,

that is, their, reasoning has not rAressed.but is refleCting

adaptation to the constraintsi.of their environment. Onearea of
* .

future research that-is suggested by the present'findngs is. the.f.
study of the role of mobility and losS 'of life-long friends and

.. , .r L__....

their effects on saciall-perspective taking in older populations.
. -

.
i

sMethodologically, future research on ocial'perspective-taking Shduld

. J-41take into account the failure.of many dlder subjects to elaborate
. #

. on what s'like common-sense issues.,

Two additional considerations are also worth noting baspd on

our .experiences with older subjects. First, there-4as a strong

reluctance on their part to participate in "university" 'research.

-.The thought that they were being tested was very intimidatihg. The

use of the dilemmas may have caused this. Presently; Qe are

puisuing our study.of friendship patterns-with semi- structured
. % (

i

interviews abol),t their own thoughts and feelings and we have n t .

(e._
. .

,

. ,

experienced the same reluctan ?e to participate on their part.

Second, the use of multiple-choice techniques. presented: many

difficulties articular) with.subiects who were partially blindC!.
,

- .

opt deaf. The alternatives had to be laced in front of:them and

read repet.i<iely. Care was taken that they had considered all
10

alternatives. But,unles's-special care is taken problems of sensory
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and Memory deficits mayiaffect the reliability of their responses.

n I' IP.. N. . ,
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Table 1. SOcial, perspective-taking scores by' subject .group.

1

Univer ty students:
a

'5-c (t..d;)

Open-ended Multiple.
3.50''(.74) 3.46 (.83)`

mode ($) 4 (64%)' '4 (97%)
68

4

Community aged:

(s.d.) 2.50 (1.3)* 13.0'8 (.94)
mode ,(%) ,,3 (48%) 4 (50%)
N 16 18

II

Institutionalized aged:

(s.d.) 2.81 (.6) 2.59 (.83)
mode (%) 3 (57%)

3
N '13 .

, 17

41111.

J

YY

' 14 c.A.
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Table 2. 2: Proportion of trategire suggested by category and subject

group. \
I t-'4

Interpersonal

Im)perdonal

Accept

Avoid

Intervene thru
othe?s

University Community
,

.41 .30 .39

.36 k34 .14
Ora

. .

. .20 .27

.09 .14 - .06
1

I

.06 .14

4

I

it

.4

f44
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Table eani and standard deviationof.disengagement,_ life

ancl'perceived,health scores, for elderlysatisfaction,

subje'ts.

4'

Measure:

Disengagement*

, r

Life -Satisfac'tiont

f. Sd

4
'Perceived Heal&

Sd

Communit Institution

alb

111.17
15.70

12.3.2

4,5t

74...

211
.81'

' 94.94
18.74

11.35
4..47

2.53
.94

1.4

.

ti

* Range

t Range =

X Rang =

46 -192; high,scsire =mo4esengagement

0-17; high score = more Satisfaction

1-4 ;. ' high score = poorer healtfi,,
n 4

5.

,

4

'16

14

s 14

4
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